
DESIGN AIRLOAD REQUIREMENTS
AND DESIGN AIRSPEEDS

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Aircraft structure must be designed to withstand the most serious of the infinite number
of possible combinations of external forces that may act on it in flight and in landing.
Experience, accumulated over many years of design, analysis, and research, has led to the
formulation of a very rational set of procedures that determine the design loads and define
the airspeeds for which the design loads are imposed. For civil aircraft, these requirements
and procedures are described in Federal Air Regulations (FAR) Part 23 and Part 25 "Air-
worthiness Standards Airplanes." For military aircraft, these requirements and procedures
are described in MIL-A-8660, ''Airplane Strength and Rigidity, General Specification
for" and MIL-A-8661, ''Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight Loads." The require-
ments are, in most cases, nearly identical in both the civil and military documents. The
information that follows will be based on FAR 23 and 25, with information from MIL-
A-8660 and MIL-A-8661 added where significant differences exist.
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Flight conditions (FAR 25.331 through 25.459)
Maneuver load generated by intentional pilot application of controls.
Gust load generated by sudden change in angle of attack due to encounter-
ing a "gust."



THE ELEMENTS OF AIRCRAFT PRELIMINARY DESIGN

FLIGHT LOAD FACTOR

An important concept in the analysis of air loads imposed under various flight conditions
is the flight load factor, n, which is defined as follows:

Aerodynamic Force .1Longitudinal Axis
n =

Aircraft Weight
(14-1)

For an aircraft in steady level flight, the aerodynamic force perpendicular to the longi-
tudinal axis is by equation (1-24) the lift, which is equal to the weight. Since the weight
is due to the force of gravity, the aircraft is said to be in 1 g flight. If the lift is four times
the weight, the aircraft is said to be subjected to 4 g's. In a more simple form,

I. Ix Lift
n =

Weight
(14-2)

V-nDIAGRAMS

The analysis of the critical design airloads for an aircraft employs a chart known as the V-
n diagram. These charts show flight load factors that must be used for structural design as
a function of equivalent airspeed and represent the maximum load factors expected in
service, based on the requirements of the applicable specifications. These load factors are
called "limit" load factors. The airplane structure must withstand these loads without
damage. These limit loads are multiplied by a safety factor of 1.5 to define "ultimate" or
failure loads. There are two types of V-n diagrams; one to define maneuver load factors,
and one to define gust-load factors. The following discussion is based on FAR Part 25,
Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category Aircraft, the corresponding portions of
FAR Part 23, Airworthiness Standards: Normal, Utility, Aerobatic, and Commuter Cat-
egory Aircraft, as well as provisions of the Military Specification MIL-A-8661A: Air-
craft Strength and Rigidity, Flight Loads, applicable to all military aircraft.

V-n Diagram - Maneuver Envelope

The V-n diagram showing the maximum maneuver load factors that must be used for
structural design, Fig. 14-1, is an envelope defined by by various lines and points which
have a specific relationship to the design load factors. A brief explanation of the key por-
tions of the maneuvering envelope are given as follows. (S(.(.. FAR Zs.33'5 ..j- • '335)
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Line O-A

This line describes the load factor that results when the aircraft is maneuvered to it't-
maximum normal force coefficient CNmax in the clean or cruise configuration. Since this is
the maximum normal force that can be generated by the aerodynamic characteristics of the
configuration, it is the maximum load factor that can be generated by the pilot. The
equation of this line is n= CNmax qSIW.

---=- C - - I I C ~ FI~i II-~ L.' /4- 5 144Point A / NII\"'X -. L.V"l'Il'X.c/t4\\-- J r~ • (J'J -

Thi . h . . (Rf~hP '3211) C . h he maxi . . 1 d)IS IS t e intersection ate pu up to Nmax WIt t e maxImum oSltlve maneuver oa
factor specified in the requirements for the particular type of aircraft being designed. It
should be noted that Point A is not selected by the designer but determined uniquely by
aircraft parameters and the maneuver limit load factor for th~ type ( t)nrr~,HYlt. n G
f~L f)",r t:::I\S l( fV\6j- CL. tI")Cwh\c,L- it. cl:!)\~Y\t-I\ ChDIC1!)
L· A Dr..) JIne -

This line is the maximum positive maneuver load factor for the type. The design limit load
factors for various aircraft types were determined many years ago from flight tests of a
number of airplanes of various types, each subjected to a number of typical maneuvers.
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THE ELElvfENTS OF AIRCRAFT PRELIMINARY DESIGN

These tests were made with an accelerometer placed at or near the airplane center of
gravity, which recorded the the imposed accelerations. Experience has indicated that these
load factors resulted in highly satisfactory designs.

Line O-H

This line describes the load factor generated when the airplane is maneuvered to it s maxi-
mum negative CNmax value. Since wing design is focused on using airfoils that have high
values of positive CNmax' the maximum values of negative CNmax are usually about 0.7 times
the positive C

Nmax
values.

t- FI6 \1-3
Line H-F

This line describes the maximum negative maneuver load factor, again determined from
flight tests as noted above. The maximum maneuver load factors vary with aircraft type.
For FAR Part 23 aircraft, the maximum positive and ne ative maneuver load factors are

-- - - -

r
h'rl Max ilnt Max

Aircraft Type Aa Positive H-F Negative

Normal 3.8 1.52 IUtility 4.4 1.76
Acrobatic 6.0 3.00
Commuter 3.8 1.52

Fig. 14-2 FAR Part 23 Maximum Maneuver Load Factors

For FAR Part 25 aircraft, the maximum ositive maneuver load factor varies with
design gross weight. The maximum value is 3.8 up to a gross weight of 4100 lbs. At
higher gross weights, the maximum value varies according to the relation

[
24000 ]

MTOGW + 10000
(14-3)L\Y~ A-D n = 2.1 +max

up to a gross weight of 50,000 lbs. where the maximum becomes a constant value of 2.5.
This is shown graphically in Fig. 14-3. The maximum negative maneuver load factor forr FAR Part 25 aircraft is -1.0. Corresponding maneuver load factors for military aircraft areI,shown in Fig. 14-4. (se e, fAR. 2'S· 3~7)

li\\'6 H-f
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Fig. 14-3 FAR 25 Positive Limit Maneuver Load Factors

Basic Flight All' Max Design Max Ordnance
Aircraft Type Design Weight Weights Weight Weight

Max Min@VH Min@VH Max Min@VH Max Min@VH

Fighter/Attack (subsonic) 8.00 -3.00 -1.00 4.00 -2.00 5.50 -2.00
Fighter/Attack (supersonic) 6.50 -3.00 -1.00 4.00 -2.00 5.50 -2.00
Observation & Trainers 6.00 -3.00 -1.00 3.00 -1.00

Utility 4.00 -2.00 0 2.50 -1.00

Tactical Bomber 4.00 -2.00 0 2.50 -1.00
Strategic Bomber 3.00 -1.00 0 2.00 0
Assault Transport 3.00 -1.00 0 2.00 0
Conventional Transport 2.50 -1.00 0 2.00 0

Reference: MIL-A-8861A

Fig. 14-4 Military Specification Limit Maneuver Load Factors
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V-n Diagram - Gust Envelope (CU~~e.\'\r GlAsr[o.nd, ru~bvJ-e"Cre]lcaas 1'1'\ )
. FAR25 ,'S4-1

In addition to the load factors imposed by intentional maneuvers controlled by the pilot,
appreciable increases in effective angle of attack can result from entering a "gust," or cur-
rent of air having a velocity component normal to the line of flight. The resulting increase
in load factor depends primarily on the vertical velocity of the gust, and especially for
business jets and jet transports, it may exceed the maximum due to intentional maneuvers.
The load factors produced by gusts vary directly with equivalent airspeed, and are com-
puted using the gust load factor equation given in FAR 23.~ and FAR 25~.

The equation is C 335 C
K U V a¥ t..pt..;: _L D\' 1.-'1>
g.rgEE ~

498 (W/S) \-M
where

Kg~

ITfiI»~tt, , .J1g$

U'gE

« p
W/S-
C

I
g
VE
a

n = 1 + (14-4)

=

0.88 Il!e
~1l'8
2 (W/S)
pC ag<.

"_CL.oI.
equivalent gust velocity (ft/s)
density of the air (slugs/cu fr) /'
wing loading (lb/sq ft)

= mean geometric chord (ft) Cl.
acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec'l-:" y
aircraft equivalent airspeed (kts) -c;(

slope of the airplane normal force curve per radian (CLc<.)
The V-n diagram for the gust envelope is shown in Fig. 14-5.

, tJgf
The designer must assume a symmetrical vertical gus of , .r 66 fps at VB from S.L. to 2Q,QOOft, decreasing t~ 38 fps at 50,000 ft lse~' .
- 50 ips at Vc from S.L. to 20;-000 ft, decreasing to 25 fps at 50,000 ft 2S. 3:tva.'i:
-Z5-[ps at-V0 from S.L. to 20,000 ft, decreasing to 125 fps at 50,000 ft..J

The key points of the gust envelope are as follows. \ .

iof"'r,laI6 ~ l\l'C.tWI~ r O!f'Ff'1io~ ",1R~a~ Gl\lr·r Vp ~V~t'l"p~ .VB O\S X 3USt" tv c;
510=0 .
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1

Line 0 - B'

As in the maneuver envelope, this line describes the maximum load factor that can be

generated by a gust which causes the airplane to reach it's CNmax• (fA1<2.5..'~;S?(d)(l) ')
Point B' VB {,.ffi VS1 VS1 ~ I ~ corllll~~5~Uvl btl$ful 6V\ CNArMX

This point is the intersection of the load factor for CNmax and the load factor for a 66 fps
gust. This point determines VB' the design speed for maximum gust intensity.

Point C:

This point is the intersection of the load factor due to a 50 fps gust and the design cruising
speed, Vc •

Point D'

This point is the intersection of the load factor due to a 25 fps gust and the design dive
speed, VD

S4,I~~ t{) tv tiIOtheuU~ e\'\vtl~fe.
C"Jt envci ope.
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Fig. 14-5 V-n Diagram - Gust Envelope
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Points E',F' and G'

These are the corresponding intersections for negative gusts at·the designated speeds.

The manuever and gust envelopes are superimposed to determine the highest load
factors for design at all speeds within the flight envelope and the entire aircraft structure
analyzed for these load factors.
An example of V-n diagrams for a typical short range jet transport are shown in Figs.
14-6 and 14-7. Often the maneuver envelope and the gust envelope are both plotted on
the same chart, in order to show graphically whether the design is "maneuver critical" or
"gust critical" at the various design airspeeds. The higher of the two load factors must be
used for structural design.

DESIGN AIRSPEEDS (S~ FAR '2.5 ..33'5)
-

The airspeeds associated with the V-n diagram exc~.!for VAand VB are chosen by the
designer, but must meet certain definitions and criteria contained in the FARs. Fig. 14-8

Sea Level Gross Weight = 100.000 Ibs

3.0
A 0

'I

/
/

VJ VA Vc Vo,5,
I I

+-; V E

~H F/

2.0

Load Factor

n

1.0

o

·10
o 300 400 500100

Equivalen1 Airspeed - VEA5 knots

Fig. 14-6 Typical Maneuvering Envelope
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1

is a summary of the pertinent FAR 25 airspeed definitions. The list following is a simpli-
fied summary.

~

VSI '" '9 c;li.I S?u.J _
Design Airspeeds - VEAS

V S - Stalling speed or minimum steady flight speed ( jo of W/..5) CLf\\ ) 0 )rVA - Maneuver speed or full control deflection speed
LVB Design speed for maximum gust intensity ~Yr3 ~ Jr.. VSl..
(VFE - Design flap extended speed) (~I\-+ -flop dt~~'(I)
(VLE - Design landing gear extended speed)
(VLa - Design landing gear operating speed (if different from VLE) )

V c - Design cruising speed (~ VB + 43 KTs)
VMO - Maximum operating limit speed ("Barber Pole" speed)
VFe - Maximum speed at which flight characteristics requirements must be met
VD - Design dive speed, ~ VclO.80, or speed reached in 7.5 degree dive for 20

sec. from VC' followed by a 1.5 g recovery

(%7{AO~ VD:: \025 Vc.)

Sea Level Gross Weight = 100,000 Ibs

3.0 -r----~----.----.---..._--...,
c·

Load Factor

2.0 +---__..,f----::II"""filT-::7"""'~+-__..,I-.....:II'k_--_t
D'

1.0 -IoII;::=.--f--;,--+-+----+-f---+-+----I

E'

F'

·10 +---........,I-----+----+----+------i
o 100 300 500400

Equivalent Airspeed - VEAS knots

Fig. 14-7 Typical Gust Envelope
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§ 25.103 Stalling speed.
(a) v., is the calibrated stalling speed. or the mini-

mum steady flight speed. in knots. at which the air-
plane is controllable with-

(1) Zero thrust at the stalling speed, or, if the result-
ant thrust has no appreciable effect on the stalling speed.
with engines idling and throttles closed;

(2) Propeller pitch controls (if applicable) in the
position necessary for compliance with paragraph (a)(1)
of this section and the airplane in other respects (such
as flaps and landing gear) in the condition existing in
the test in which Vs is being used;

(3) The weight used when V. is being used as a
factor to determine compliance with a required perfor-

. ma.nce sta.ndard; and
(4) The most unfavorable center of gravity alloW'-

able.
(b) The stalling speed Vs is the minimum speed

obtained as follows:
(1) Trim the airplane for straight flight at any speed

not less than 1.2 Vs or more than 1.4 P" At a speed
sufficiently above the stall speed to ensure steady con-
ditions, apply the elevator control at a rate so that the
airplane speed reduction does not exceed one knot per
second.

§ 21.335 Design airspeeds.
The selected design airspeeds are equivalent air-

speeds (EAS). Estimated values of VI and V.., must be
conservative.

(a) Design cruising speed, Vc . For Ve the following
apply:

(1) The minimum value of Vc must be sufficiently
greater than VB to provide for inadvertent speed in-
creases likdy to occur as a result of severe atmospheric
turbulence.

(2) In the absence of a rational investigation sub-
stantiating the use of other values. Ve may not be less
than VB+ 43 knots. However. it need not exceed the
maximum speed in level flight at maximum continuous
power for the corresponding altitude.

(3) At altitudes where Vo is limited by Mach num-
ber, Vcffiay be limited to a selected Mach number

(b) Design dive spud, Vu Vo must be selected so that
V!Me is not greater than 0.8 VdM D' or so that the
minimum speed margin between V!Me, and VdMo is
the greater of the following values:

(I) From an Initial condition of stabilized flight at
VIM (J the airplane is upset. flown for 20 seconds along
a flight path 7.5 below the initial path. and then pulled
up at a load factor of 1.5 g (0.5 g acceleration incre-

ment). The speed increase occurring in this or maneu-
ver may be calculated if reliable or conservative aerody-
namic data is used. Power as specified in §
25.175{b)(1)(iv) is .assumed until the pull up is initi-
ated, at which time power reduction and the use of pilot
controlled drag devices may be assumed;

(2) The minimum speed margin must be enough to
provide for atmospheric variations (such as horizontal
gust and penetration of jet streams and cold fronts) and
for instrument errors and airframe production variation.
These factors may be considered on a probability basis.
However, the margin at altitude where Me is limited by
compressibility effects may not be less than 0.05 M.

§ 25.253 High-speed characteristics
(b) Maximum speed for stability characteristics. Vn!

MPC' VF!MFe is the maximum speed at which the re-
quirements §§ 25.147(e), 25.175(b)(1). 25.177. and
25.181 must be met with flaps and landing gear re-
tracted. It may not be less than a speed midway be-
tween VMO /MMO and Vo/MOF' except that. for altitudes
where Mach number is the limiting factor. MFC need
not exceed the Mach number at which effective speed
warning occurs. .

§ 25.1583 Operating limitations.
(0) Airspud Limitations. The following airspeed limi-

tations and any other airspeed limitations necessary for
safe operation must he furnished: ,

(1) The maximum operating limit speed VM,/MMO
and a statement that this speed limit may not be delib-
erately exceeded in any regime of flight (climb. cruise,
or descent) unless higher speed is authorized for flight
test or pilot training.

(2) If an airspeed limitation is based upon compress-
ibility effects. a statement to this effect and information
to any symptoms, the probable behavior of the airplane,
and the recommended recovery procedures.

3) The maneuvering speed VA and a statement that
full application of rudder and aileron controls, as well as
maneuvers that involve angles of attack near the stall,
should be confined to speeds below this value.

4) The flap extended speed VFE and the pertinent
flap positions and engine powers.

(5) The landing gear operating speed or speeds, and
a statement explaining the speeds as defined in §
25.1515(a).

(6) The landing gear extended speed VLE' if greater
than VLOand a statement that this is the maximum
speed at which the airplane can be safely flown with the
landing gear extend

Fig. 14-8 FAR 25 Airspeed Definitions
(liltS is no lon~l-f UOvlld ')
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I

The military speed definitions are basically the same although MIL-A-8660B
combines Vc and VMOinto a maximum level flight speed, VH' and replaces VD with the
"limit speed," VL•

For subsonic airplanes, the design airspeeds are usually constant for the entire flight
envelope. For high subsonic and supersonic airplanes, the design airspeeds are varied
throughout the flight envelope, since equivalent airspeeds that are appropriate at sea level
and the lower altitudes are beyond the performance capabilities of the airplane at the
higher altitudes. Therefore, the design airspeeds for these types are usually defined in
terms of Mach number at the higher altitudes. For example, the maximum operating
limit speed is defined by a VMo/MMO line which is a function of altitude. As noted in Fig.
14-8, the design cruise speed (Mach number) need not be higher than the maximum
speed in level flight at that altitude with maximum cruise power. This provision usually
sets Me MMOis usually set at or slightly above (.01 or 02 Mach number) Mc' providing
a margin on the order of .08 Mach number between the best long range cruise Mach
number and MMO' The design dive Mach number is usually about .05 Mach number
higher than MMo' An example of the relationship between the design and operating limit
airspeeds and the operational envelope is shown in Fig. 14-9.

DESIGN EXERCISE

Select the design airspeeds with appropriate rationale for your design project, and con-
struct a V-n diagram for the maneuver envelope and a V-n diagram for the gust envelope
for your design, for initial cruise altitude and gross weight conditions.

REFERENCES

14.1 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 14, Aeronautics and Space, Parts 1-199,
Federal Aviation Administration, published by Office of the Federal Register, re-
vised 1999
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